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Additional ways Every Angle
can help you achieve more

Every Angle’s actionable insight can significantly help organisations undertaking business change or transformation projects. Every
Angle can be used by ourselves or our business consultancy partners to offer a selection of unique and leading solutions to critical
business issues.
Every Angle’s plug-and-play analytics solution has provided a number of
leading business value partners with a unique way to get to value quicker;
providing an instrument for operational improvements, system audits and
as a supporting tool to ensure a successful SAP go-live or roll-out.

Value Added Consulting Services IT-orientation

Every Angle as well as its Business Value Partners offer a number of
consulting related service packages that are designed to quickly deliver
real understanding, real control, real value.

Every Angle is a very powerful tool in helping to ensure success
SAP go-lives, roll-outs or upgrades. We are able to support
businesses by helping to identify and remediate issues during your
SAP roll-out, as well as checking the health of your SAP system’s
data.

Value Adding Services we deliver:
Every Angle Implementation Services
Seeing is believing, as the saying goes. Therefore in order to prove
the value of Every Angle we offer a Proof of Value that allows you
to see it working on your live SAP data within 3 days. Alternatively,
if you decide to implement Every Angle, our consultants are on
hand to help you ensure that the implementation is smooth and
error free. Finally, we are able to provide continuous program
management support.
Proof of Value
Start-up Project
Program management

Every Angle Application Services
These services are typically included in our implementation, but
we also offer it as part of a separate service, for example when
expanding the use of Every Angle throughout the organisation.
Training
Organize Governance
Upgrade
User Management
Customer Specific Configuration
Create Angles

Every Angle can also rapidly develop KPI dashboards that show
management what is going on in the business pre-and post golive, with insights that enable the business to highlight and resolve
any bottlenecks.
SAP Go-live / Roll-out Support
SAP Functional Health Check
KPI Dashboards

Value Added Consulting Services Business-orientation
Together with our Business Value Partners we can help you get
most business value out of Every Angle. This not only covers
the usage of our solution, but also includes improving the
performance of your people and business processes to achieve
sustainable improvements. These services include the following:
Business Value Assessment
Master Data Management
S&OP Health Check
VAT Compliance
Stock Optimizer
Process Mining
Lean Six Sigma
Spare Parts Optimizer
Continuous Control Monitoring

SERVICES TO
HELP YOU
REACH NEW
HEIGHTS
Helping you achieve more.
Find out more about how Every Angle and its partners can help your business to achieve its goals, go to www.everyangle.com/services or contact:

ERIC POLS

Service Development Manager
e.pols@everyangle.com
+ 31 (0)182 577 744

Every Angle helps the following companies:

...to know more and act faster!

Every Angle
Cross-process Self-service
Analytics for SAP
®

Every Angle’s self-service, cross-process analytical capability empowers organizations with new levels of actionable insight - enabling them to
‘know more and act faster’. Every Angle provides real understanding of what is actually going on across the business (and why),
enabling people to act early enough to control performance and drive significant financial improvements.

www.everyangle.com

